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Immersion in brief

� an optional bilingual education programme for 
those with a majority language as their L1

� basic assumption: L2-learning is most effective
when it takes place in a meaningful
communication situation. 

� principle: language is used as a medium of 
instruction (one person – one language)

� aims: 
�Functional plurilingualism: The learners will reach

functional proficiency in the immersion language.
�Additive plurilingualism: The learners’ L1 is 

maintained and adequately developed. 
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�an early total immersion program
�Finnish-speaking children begin in 

preschool when they are 5 years old.
�The immersion teacher speaks Swedish

consistently but also understands Finnish.
�The meaning of words and phrases is 

supplemented by non-verbal communication.
�2 years in preschool
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� Children continue in the comprehensive school. 
� 9 years
�Subject teaching in Finnish and teaching of Finnish as mother

tongue increase gradually from 10% to 50%.
�During the last years of immersion (grades 7-9) half the 

subject teaching is given in Swedish and half in Finnish. 
�Groups operate in Finnish schools to guarantee children’s

cultural identity. 
�Swedish immersion is actually a multilingual programme: The 

immersion pupils study English and most often also German, 
French or Russian.

�The immersion programme complies with the national 
curriculum.
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�a research project at the Department of 
Scandinavian Languages at the University 
of Vaasa.

�combines the department’s two research 
profiles: 
�research in language immersion and 

plurilingualism
� LSP research
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� The aim:  to describe how pupils’ language skills and 
their cognitive structures develop simultaneously in 
language immersion

� Need for research on this aspect due to multilingualism
requirements
�Previous L2-studies have focused mainly on the development

of language skills
�Studies on concepts have focused on 

� early concept formation in children’s first language
� concept systems in professional and scientific language

� Application: to develop models which integrate language
and content in a future multilingual Europe. 
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�Theoretical framework: constructivism
�based on concepts
�vocabulary and grammar are integrated
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�data: 
�written data
�oral data
�two pilot projects to find out what types of tests 

are most suitable for collecting the data
�Interviews with experienced immersion 

teachers with focus on methodological aspects 
�Observations in immersion classrooms
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� Written data: 
1. pilot project in autumn 2004

� 120 texts written by immersion pupils in grades 3, 6 
and 9 in Vaasa

� two themes: Christmas and winter
� three types of tests: 

• writing based on topic only
• writing based on topic and keywords
• writing based on topic and pictures representing

keywords
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� the most suitable test for pupils in all age groups was the 
one which gave keywords and was about winter

2. Project data in the autumn 2005
� 343 texts written by immersion pupils in grades 3, 6 and 

9 in Espoo, Turku and Vaasa
� current stage: general analysis: 

� the average text length varies between 
68 words (grade 3) and 150 words (grade 9). 

� next step: an analysis based on conceptual systems and 
their occurrence in the texts.
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� Oral data
1. Pilot project in spring 2006

� immersion pupils in grades 3, 6 and 9  in Vaasa 
discussed the theme ’spring’ in groups 

� four types of tests
� data is currently being analysed

2. Project data in the autumn 2007
� immersion pupils in grades 3, 6 and 9 in Espoo, Turku 

and Vaasa discuss the same theme in groups
� the test type will be chosen based on the analysis of the 

pilot project



Example of the conceptual system of 
’animal’
� Nä blir det vintern djurerna buter färg exempel ekorren buter färg på grå. 

Björnen sovär hela vintern. When winter comes animals change colour for 
instance the squirrels become grey. Bears sleep the whole winter. girl, grade
3

� Nogra djur gor och såva när det blir vinter. Dom bara sover över vinter. 
Dom äter först mycke mat att dom orker såva över vinter. En kanin är djur 
men den inte gor såva. Den for en annan färg. Den är på vinter vit och 
sommaren brun. Some animals go and sleep when winter comes. They just 
sleep over winter. First they eat a lot of food so that they are able to sleep
through the winter. A rabbit is an animal but it doesn’t go to sleep. It gets 
another colour. It is white in the winter and brown in the summer. boy, grade
6

� Okså naturen ändras. [---] Djuren försöker äta så mycket som de bara kan 
och gömma mat för att de kunde överleva vintern, några fågelarter också
flyger iväg till Afrika och sydEuropa. Also nature changes. [---] Animals try to 
eat as much as they can and store food to be able to survive the winter, 
some bird species also fly away to Africa and South Europe. girl, grade 9


